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EXECUTIVE REPORTS IN 
NETWORK DETECTIVE PRO

Your Services to Clients in Simple Terms

Explain

The Importance of Having Adequate Resources

Justify

Any Issues or Potential Threats to Ensure Smooth Operations

Record

The Benefits of Working with Your Team

Show 

Take full advantage of the MSP Executive reports in Network Detective Pro in order to do the following:

Are you looking for a way to stand out from the competition and show your clients the true value of your services? 
Set them up to receive regular Executive Reports that can be automatically generated and distributed by Network 
Detective Pro with your branding. These customizable, easy-to-understand reports clearly communicate network 
health and performance in a way that even the most non-technical clients can understand. 

The Executive Reports cover many aspects of each client IT environment that you manage, all from one place. 
That makes it easy to create clear and concise reports that you can use to keep your clients top-of-mind about the 
value you are delivering every day, week, and month. The reports can be sent to individuals or groups at whatever 
frequency you decide. Fresh data is collected prior to each report, and you have the option to preview the results 
and adjust your network prior to shipping over to your clients to review. 

EXECUTIVE Summary

The Executive Summary report displays the potential 
risk across standard business categories as well as the 
potential liabilities discovered within the network.  
This report can be used to present a high-level overview 
of your customers IT environment. This is helpful, 
because it provides an at a glance overview  of the 
overall health of IT environment you manage that you 
can relay to your clients. 

DATA BREACH Liability Summary

Use this infographic to demonstrate the financial 
exposure levels personal identifiable information (PII) 
risks on your clients’ network. It highlights potential 
data breach liabilities and provides you the proper 
ammunition to recommend how to mitigate them 
and use your company to do so. The report can also 
be used to demonstrate to your client the steps your 
technicians have taken to protect sensitive data and 
address potential vulnerabilities in their network. 

DARK WEB ID Scan Summary

This report provides a risk assessment of email 
addresses that may have been compromised on the 
dark web and have not been reset and therefore still 
pose a significant risk to your client. This allows your 
clients to quickly understand where the immediate 
action you recommend is required.  (Requires active 
subscription to Dark Web ID.) 

Here are some of the executive reports available:

PASSWORD Policies Summary

This report summarizes inconsistencies with computer 
password policies and provides a sample list of your 
client’s computers that are not in compliance with those 
policies. Most often business have poor policy
enforcement which poses a risk to your clients’ IT 
infrastructure. The benefit in this report comes from 
the analysis of your client’s password policies and the 
detailed recommendations you provide on how to 
improve them.

OUTDATED MALWARE DEFINITIONS 
Monitoring Summary

This report provides a risk assessment of servers  
and computers running outdated security definitions. 
This forces your clients to quickly understand where 
immediate action is required. 

OUTDATED OPERATIONS Systems Summary

This report provides a risk assessment of computers 
and servers running an outdated operating system.  
This allows your clients to quickly understand the 
immediate action that you are suggesting is required. 
This report can be used to demonstrate to your clients 
the steps you are taking to keep their devices updated 
and secure. 

SERVER & WORKSTATION Aging Summary

This report analyzes the age of your clients’ servers 
and provides you an opportunity to upsell additional 
services by providing recommendations on when to 
replace them. The age of hardware in your client’s 
environment can directly affect your availability 
to perform at an optimal level of efficiency and 
effectiveness.  This report can be used to demonstrate 
to your clients the steps being taken to maintain the 
health and performance of their servers. 

VULNERABILITIES SCAN Assessment Summary

The Vulnerability Scan Assessment Summary presents 
your latest scan results from VulScan. This single 
page infographic report details the severity of the 
vulnerabilities that you found. This report is useful in 
demonstrating to your clients the steps you have taken 
to identify and address vulnerabilities. (Requires active 
subscription to VulScan). 

COMPLIANCE BASELINE Assessment Summary

This single page infographic report presents results from 
the Rapid Baseline Assessment for communication and 
prospecting purposes. The Compliance Manager GRC Rapid 
Baseline Assessments allow MSP’s to quickly identify gaps 
where your clients are not compliant with internal security 
policies or applicable laws or regulations. (Requires active 
subscription to Compliance Manager GRC). 
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of Network Detective Pro today.

Are the networks you manage secure? Do you have the tools to keep them risk-free? Contact us 
today for a demo of Network Detective Pro and get a spot-check cyberattack risk assessment of your 

own network at the same time.

Request a demo and sample a test of your own network

Get a demo 

https://www.rapidfiretools.com/network-detective-pro-risk-assessment-demo/
https://www.rapidfiretools.com/network-detective-pro-risk-assessment-demo/

